Recently, I read something in a newspaper that said that there were around two and a half million incarcerated in all of the jails and in all of the prisons across the United States. That staggering sum makes it one of the largest metropolitan populations in the United States and has easily surpassed the combined prison populations of Iran, Cuba and North Korea. Of those 2.5 million inmates roughly 6%, or about 175,000 will never go home.

I am one of those 175,000 and I am locked down in an elderly concrete and brick prison where construction first started in 1847. Conditions here can be harsh, sometimes brutal, and I find myself wondering why is it okay for the state (in the name of the people) to subject humans to these inhumane conditions yet if an animal is kept in the same condition, animals owners are arrested for animal cruelty.

During the summer, the heat is merciless because the ancient stone and crumbling brick, used to build this prison, soaks up the murderous sun like a dehydrated camel inhales water. Here, outside temperatures can reach 105° with heat indexes reaching 115°. Using a thermometer borrowed from work, I saw temperatures inside my cell over 130°.

This oppressive heat just hovers and shoehorns like some desperate, dead miasma because this functionally obsolete cellblock only has about 12 industrial sized fans to circulate all the stale air in an ancient building that's about 350 feet long by about 60 feet wide by about 40 feet tall (inside dimensions). Not all of these fans work and most of
Them don't oscillate. There's supposed to be an exhaust fan working, but you can't tell. I'm lucky enough to own a 3" personal fan in my cell yet I still sweat like I'm the river Nile, even at night. When I didn't have one, I perspired like I was Niagara Falls.

We get water, but it's not cold. During the summer the showers are so swelteringly steamy there's no relief from the relentless heat. Up until about two years ago, the prison used its own water system taken from the river next door. Before switching to city water, there had been a flood that had contaminated the system, causing the water to taste like sewer water and be undrinkable. The prison forced us to cook with it, shower with it and drink it. The staff was provided with bottled water and we weren't. What stopped a major riot was some water was was smuggled out by a visitor and tested. The results were sent to outside agencies and to local TV stations. After that, we were provided with bottled water. Even today and with city water our water has black precipitates in it.

Here, ice is more precious than gold all year 'round, so precious that the industrial ice machine is locked up and ice rationed. A C/O has to escort the porters as they pass out ice. Why? The ice machine's water is filtered and softened so the water is good. Also, there is only one machine for 150 inmates. Even in winter, there is not enough ice and during the summer, fights break out over ice. At times, rationing is so severe that our six pack sized coolers are filled with one scoop of ice. That is only half full at best.

The chow hall is vented for A/C, but the A/C's never used, so there's
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NOT EVEN THAT BRIEF RESPITE FROM THE DEADLY HEAT. I HAVE BEEN AT THIS GODAWFUL PRISON FOR MORE THAN 8 YEARS AND IN THE LAST 5 YEARS AT LEAST ONE INMATE PER YEAR HAS DIED AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE REHEARSELESS HEAT.

THE STATE REALIZES THAT WHAT THE SITUATION THE INMATES FACE IS GRIEVOUSLY INHUMAN BECAUSE FOR THE C/O'S AND CIVILIAN STAFF, THEY PROVIDE A/C. FOR THE C/O'S THIS MEANS THAT THEY CRANK THE A/C SO HIGH THAT THE OFFICE WINDOWS START FOGGING. IT ALSO MEANS THAT ALL THEY DO IS SIT IN THERE AND DO NOTHING BUT gab LIKE OLD LADIES GOSSIPING IN THE NURSING HOME. EVEN 'MAN DOWN' CALLS ARE IGNORED.

MY CAGE IS NO WIDER THAN THE OUTSTRETCHED WINGSSPAN OF MY ARMS, MY FINGERTIPS GRAZING CREAM PAINTED WALLS THAT FRY THE BRAIN AND CRACK THE PAINT IN THE STIFLING HEAT.

WALKING FROM FRONT TO BACK TAKES A MERE 3.5 PACES ON AN UNYIELDING CONCRETE FLOOR PAINTED WITH AT LEAST 5 LAYERS OF PRISON MADE PAINT THAT CRACKS AND PEELS AT THE SLIGHTEST TOUCH. AT LEAST ONE OF THOSE LAYERS IS OLD ENOUGH TO BE LEAD PAINT AND WITHIN THOSE UNSIGHTLY CRACKS I HAVE UNWELCOME HOUSE GUESTS THAT LIVE IN APARTMENTS. THEY ARE COCKROACHES AND NO MATTER HOW MUCH I CLEAN AND PEEL AWAY, I CANNOT EVICT THEM.

THE LUXURY FURNISHINGS IN MY HUMBLE ABODE INCLUDE A CREAM PAINTED STEEL CABINET THAT THREATENS TO CRASH DOWN ON YOU EVERY TIME A DOOR IS OPENED. ACCENTING THE CREAM ARE TASTELESS DESIGNS DONE IN BLACK MARKER AND BARE RUST.
In addition to the stylish cabinet there is a hatching desk, yet there is no chair to sit in because in its infinite wisdom the prison took them all away. I’ve gotten all kinds of cramping pains in my neck and back trying to use the desk for anything from writing to playing solitaire. This is because the only place to sit is the steel bed anchored into the opposite wall leaving no way to bring the bed and the desk closer together. By the time that I enter the long dark night of eternal sleep, that freakin’ desk will have turned me into the new hunchback de Notre Dame.

I feel uncomfortably cramped in this cage, but I am lucky. For now, there is a court order preventing the state from turning this one man cell into a two man cell. Someday it will be a two man cell, two with too men living in the space of a bathroom. Living like that would give me claustrophobia. In New York state, the television showed a prison cell of my size with 3 men living in it in violation of state law. The United States Supreme Court ruled that the practice could continue because that setup was not cruel and unusual punishment. If the Supreme Court won’t enforce the law, who will? What does it say about us as a society that we allow humans to be treated worse than animals?

Since 1996, there have been 3 prison wide food strikes here, all directed against 2 different for profit food service providers. We were getting 3 hats but the food quality was worse than what’s found
Found in a used baby’s diaper. Now, it has deteriorated now to where we can’t get fresh fruits and vegetables unless we buy them from the current provider. The same is true for meat. For example, the fish is processed from about 30 kinds of fish including octopus. 90% of the rest of the time, the meat is processed mechanically separated chicken mixed with soy. Real meat can only be bought from the food service provider in a special program. The prison gets a kickback from this. I know this because part of my job working with the current food service provider was to create possible meals to sell in this program and cost them, included in the cost figures was a kickback. Dog and cat food now have real meat and fresh vegetables. Why can’t we?

In addition, the commissary gouges us like we were Christians being ripped to shreds by lions. The state decided to consolidate all prison commissaries under one provider. The Deputy Warden here had held an almost unknown supplier from California through the bidding process until this company got the contract. Our prices jumped noon high and the now former Deputy Warden works for this company getting a six figure salary and perks.

In addition to the food service and commissary scams we are fleeced dry when we buy televisions and music. A 15” flatscreen is $250 and one MP-3 song is $1.99. I don’t know about phone rates because I haven’t called someone since 1999. It takes an arm and a leg to send money in.
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THE STATE IS OUR BANK AND MAKES MONEY FROM USING OUR MONEY AND COLLECTING INTEREST ON IT, AND PAYING US A PITIANCE OF THAT INTEREST. THEY WERE NOT SATISFIED WITH THAT SO THEY REWRIT THE TRUST FUND RULES AND REGULATIONS TO STOP PAYING INTEREST TO INMATES. HOW IS IT OKAY FOR A BANK TO NOT PAY INTEREST ON DEPOSITS BUT THE STATE DOESN'T HAVE TO? WHO IS THE BIGGER CROOK: THE GUY WHO ROBS FROM A CONVENIENCE STORE OR THE STATE AND THEIR CONTRACTORS?

I HAVE SEEN DEATH HERE: THREE PEOPLE THAT I HAVE EITHER WORKED WITH OR HAVE CASUALLY CROSSED PATHS WITH HAVE TAKEN THEIR OWN LIFE. SADLY, THIS PLACE IS MORE DEPRESSING THAN A DONALD TRUMP PRESIDENCY AND A LOT MORE THAN A FEW MORE HAVE KILLED THEMSELVES, BUT I DIDN'T KNOW THEM.

ONE COMMITTED SUICIDE BECAUSE THE PAROLE BOARD DENIED HIM PAROLE AND HAD PASSED HIM FOR 10 YEARS. HE WAS IN HIS SIXTIES AND WITH HIS PAROLE DENIED COUPLED THE LENGTH OF TIME UNTIL HIS NEXT BOARD, HE GAVE UP. HE WAS FROM CUBA AND HADN'T SEEN HIS FAMILY FOR DECADES.

ANOTHER KILLED HIMSELF JUST A LITTLE MORE THAN A MONTH BEFORE GOING HOME. THERE WAS NO NOTE SO NONE OF US REALLY KNEW WHY SO WE GUessed THAT AFTER SOME TWENTY YEARS IN THE HOOSIC GOW HE WAS GOING HOME AND HE WAS AFRAID. THAT MADE SENSE SINCE WE ALL KNEW PEOPLE WHO WOULD ESCAPE FROM MINIMUM CUSTODY RIGHT BEFORE GOING HOME. THAT ESCAPE WOULD ADD FIVE YEARS TO THEIR SENTENCE AT THE HARD TIMES CAFE.
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ALL TOO REGRETABLY, THERE HAVE BEEN OTHER SUICIDES. IT IS A FACT OF LIFE, JUST LIKE BREATHING IS, THAT PRISON IS EXTREMELY HARSH ON THE PSYCHE AND ON THE BODY. IN PRISON, SUICIDE IS AS REAL A THREAT AS MURDER IS AND THERE IS AN UNFORGIVABLE LACK OF CARING BECAUSE OF THE unconscionable failure of the facility and medical staff to educate us in the services available to help us or in educating us in how to spot symptoms in people around us and get them help.

ACROSS THE SEA OF YEARS TWO PEOPLE I KNEW DIED IN THEIR SLEEP. THEY PASSED UNREMEMBERED BECAUSE THEY HAD NO FAMILY TO MOURN THEM AND THE FACILITY DID NOT ALLOW US TO REMEMBER THEM AND HONOR THEIR LIFE BY ALLOWING US TO HOLD A MEMORIAL. WHEN IT IS MY TIME TO TRAVEL ON, THAT WILL BE MY FATE AS WELL.

TELEVISION DOES NOT LIE. PRISON IS A HYPER-VIOLENT PLACE AND, MORE UNFORTUNATE THAN LADY GAGA HAVING A MUSIC CAREER, THERE WAS A MURDER ON MY BLOCK. I DID NOT KNOW EITHER PERSON INVOLVED AND
IT HAPPENED JUST BEFORE I CAME BACK FROM WORK. A MAN DIED BECAUSE OF RESPECT.
He died from multiple kicks to the head delivered by someone who had just
passed an anger management course.

THERE IS ANOTHER FORM OF MURDER HERE AND IT IS A LEGAL WAY TO COMMIT
MURDER. IT IS FOR PROFIT HEALTH CARE BUT NOT LIKE WHAT IS AVAILABLE ON
THE STREETS. I LIKE TO CALL IT HEALTH CARE 2.0 AND THIS IS WHAT PRESIDENT
TRUMP AND HIS GANG OF THIEVES WANT TO UNLEASH ON AMERICA AFTER DECADES
FINE TUNING IT IN PRISON.

WHAT IT IS IS SIMPLE. TAKE THE LEVEL OF HEALTH CARE SOMEONE IN CONGRESS
GETS AND COMPARE IT TO THE LEVEL OF HEALTH CARE SOMEONE ON MEDICAID GETS.
WHEN COMPARED WITH THE HEALTH CARE AVAILABLE TO PRISONERS, MEDICAID LOOKS
DOWNRIGHT PRESIDENTIAL. FOR A FEW TO MAKE MEGAMILLIONS, MANY HAVE TO
GO WITHOUT HEALTH CARE.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME I CONSIDER AN ASSAULT AND BATTERY. COMING
FROM JAIL INTO THE SYSTEM, I WAS ON BLOOD PRESSURE MEDS. THE SYSTEM
STOPPED THAT MEDICATION BECAUSE MY BLOOD PRESSURE WAS NORMAL. WITHIN
SIX WEEKS I HAD A MINI-STROKE THAT LEFT ME WITH PERMANENT DOUBBLE
VISION.

PEOPLE I KNOW HAVE HAD BONES IMPROPERLY SET AND DIDN'T GET PHYSICAL
THERAPY. ONE IS NOW WHEELCHAIR BOUND. AN INHALED CUSTOMER OF MY COOKING
HAD TO WAIT 18 MONTHS FOR CARPAL TUNNEL SURGERY. THE SHORT ORDER COOK
I TOOK OVER FOR WAS DIAGNOSED WITH BONE CANCER IN HIS HIP. FOR THE
LAST FOUR MONTHS THAT I SAW HIM HE HAD NO TREATMENT. THAT IS
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ASSAULT AND BATTERY. THE COP WHO MADE MY LEATHER BELT HAD A COURSE OF TREATMENT ORDERED BY AN OUTSIDE HOSPITAL, A TREATMENT THAT WAS PROSCRIBED BY SOME REFERENCE MANUAL AS BEING THE STANDARD TREATMENT, STOPPED BECAUSE THE DRUG REGIMEN WAS TOO EXPENSIVE AND NOT IN THEIR FORMULARY. HE DIED WITHOUT THOSE MEDS AND TO ME THAT IS MURDER.

THE U.S. SUPREME COURT DOES NOT AGREE WITH ME. THEY SAY THAT "SOME CARE" IS ALL I DESERVE. IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THE RIGHT CARE AND IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE SUFFICIENT CARE. IN OTHER WORDS, I COULD GET TWO ASPIRIN FOR APPENDICITIS AND WHEN I DIE THE COMPANY CAN SAY THAT SOME CARE WAS DELIVERED AND ALL IS RIGHT WITH THE WORLD. THAT IS NOT TOLERATED IN THE FREE WORLD SO WHY IS IT OKAY FOR ME?

THIS OUTRAGEOUSLY DESPICABLE CONDITION LIVES FAR BEYOND MY LITTLE PRISON. THIS DEMEANINGLY DEADLY HEARTLESSNESS INFECTS THE ENTIRE PENAL SYSTEM ALL THE WAY DOWN TO THE LOCAL JAIL. GO TO www.humanrightsofdetainee.org AND WWW.PRISONLEGALNEWS.ORG AND FIND OUT HOW TO ACCESS A DATABASE BUILT UP OF COURT CASES, NEWS REPORTS AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH THAT TELLS THE REAL STORY.

I LAUGHED UNTIL THERE WAS NO TOMORROW ABOUT ALL THE 2012 HOOPA END OF THE WORLD CRA. IT TOOK A LITTLE BLURB IN SOME BOOK I HAD READ JUST AFTER THAT TO SEE THAT MAYBE THE WORLD
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NEEDS TO END IN SOME FASHION IN ORDER TO MAKE THINGS BETTER.

THAT LITTLE BLURB SAID THAT SINCE TIME IMMENORIAL THERE HAVE BEEN RICH AND POOR AND THAT THERE HAVE BEEN GOVERNMENTS SET UP TO ENSURE THAT THE RICH GET RICHER AT THE EXPENSE OF THE POOR AND OUR COUNTRY WAS NO DIFFERENT. THE FOUNDING FATHERS WERE BUSINESSMEN FIRST AND PATRIOTS SECOND, AND THE GOVERNMENT THEY FOUNDED WAS FOUNDED ON THE IDEA OF A BENIGN RICH RULING THE MASSES. THE ONLY PROBLEM WITH THAT IS THAT THE RICH ARE NOT SO NICE.

IN MY EXPERIENCE, THE STATE PAYS MILLIONS TO AN INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION FOR ME TO EAT YET I CAN'T GET FRESH FRUITS OR VEGETABLES. FAMILIES OF MEN I KNOW AS WELL AS FAMILIES I HAVE NEVER MET CAN'T GET ENOUGH TO EAT YET FOOD ROTS AND CORPORATIONS MAKE MEGA MILLIONS.

IF THE VISION OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS, ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL, IS TO BE REALIZED, THEN AS A WHOLE WE NEED TO FREE OURSELVES OF APATHY AND GREED AND SAY THAT EACH AND EVERY ONE OF US, NO MATTER OUR CIRCUMSTANCE IS ENTITLED TO ENOUGH HEALTHY FOOD FROM GOING HUNGRY, PERIOD.

THE SAME SHOULD BE TRUE WITH WATER. IN MY EXPERIENCE, WATER HAS BEEN SO BAD THAT IT WAS UNFIT FOR ANYTHING. FAMILIES OF MEN I KNOW AS WELL AS MILLIONS THAT I DON'T EITHER HAVE HAD THEIR WATER Turned OFF OR HAVE NO WATER OR THEIR WATER IS SO BAD IT'S TOXIC. THAT IS UNBELIEVABLE AND WE NEED TO TWEAK OUR THINKING AND OUR SYSTEM OF DOING THINGS TO SAY THAT EVERYONE HAS CLEAN WATER AND IT CAN NEVER EVER BE TURNED OFF, PERIOD
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In my experience I had a stroke for want of a pill so I’m scared to death to get seriously sick. For the families of men I know and the millions of families that I don’t, the situation is far more dire. In a country such as ours, that should be inconceivable. Each and every one of us has to have health to be able to enjoy life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness so we need to tweak our outlook and our system in order to guarantee everyone the decent health care we need not what some accountant says we get.

In this forsaken pit where dreams have died, it’s far easier to grim move Mt. Everest than it is to live a life free from the reality found here that in the name of the people I am a slave of the state and in their name I was tortured and will be tortured until I die.

There are restless spirits that haunt these unholy halls. I am not good enough with words to be able to convey the empty loneliness that I’m burdened with because I have morphed into a living ghost to my family and friends nor can I fully express my resigned exhaustion and latent fear towards the very visceral threat of sudden and viscous violence that has victimized me and which permeates this unforgiving place like some malevolent fog. I simply don’t have the skill to explain any of the other real emotions that rage within me like a rampaging EF-5 tornado.

These are my experiences living in prison; the good, the bad and
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The ugly, compared to most of the other inmates in most of the other prisons across the United States, I've had it easy.